
LAW OF FREE WILL – part 1. 
 

 The Law of free will is very important to you.  

 It is part of you, it is the essence of your soul.  

The Law of free will and free will is a fundamental right of your soul.  

 Last time I told you and explained that it doesn't matter if someone takes 

your free will or you take your free will and deny YOURSELF free will. 

 You always cause unimaginable pain to your soul and tie it into heavy 

shackles, as if you have cut off its wings and your soul cannot fly freely.  

 That is why I have now pointed out for you Damanhur because it is the community of 

human beings in which the Law of free will is most important. All human beings who live in this 

community deeply honour and protect the Law of Free Will.  

 Every human being in this community has the right to decide 

freely. And whatever she/he decides, other human beings accept 

her/his decision unconditionally.  

This is linked with the fact that FREE WILL brings along the 

RESPONSIBILITY as its indivisible, inseparable and integral part.  
 By accepting the decision of the other human being unconditionally, she/he is then 

RESPONSIBLE - indivisibly, inseparably and integrally for what she/he has decided for. 

 By losing the free will, human beings have stopped making decisions about 

themselves. They have handed over their free will to other human beings, who have 

taken over this right to decide about them.  

 Thus human beings have lost Responsibility for themselves, for their own 

actions, for their thoughts, for their words, for their decisions and for their deeds.  

 And since everything is connected to everything, they have lost the 

Responsibility for what they create in their thoughts. Therefore, at present, human 

beings do not see, perceive, or feel that they are creating their Life that they live now, 

in their thoughts.  

 This Knowledge is completely incomprehensible to them.  

 They can't even imagine how they can create their own reality with their 

thoughts.  

 They cannot imagine that they live what they create with their thoughts, words, 

decisions and deeds.  

 And this is because they do not feel RESPONSIBLE for their thoughts, words, 

decisions and actions.  

 They do not feel RESPONSIBLE because they have passed on their own free 

will to others.  

 Human beings have stopped making decisions based on their own free will. And 

I have already told you that free will is a fundamental indivisible, inseparable and 

integral right of your soul. 



 You make FREE decisions only if and only if you 

have made a decision in accordance with your soul.  
 Since your feelings are the language of your soul, only when you decide according to your 

own FEELINGS, you decide freely. However, if you do not accept your own feelings, make 

decisions and act against your feelings or contradict what you feel deep in your heart, then you do 

not decide freely. Then you violated the Law of free will, even though you violated it in relation to 

yourself. You do this because you are afraid to take Responsibility for your decision because you 

are limited and tied up by all the prejudices, regulations, restrictions and laws that were created by 

human society. 

 But they were created in human society by fear precisely to take away your free the will. 

And again, you see that we walk in a circle because everything is connected to everything and 

everything is very deeply and closely connected, linked and intertwined together.  

 If you can accept RESPONSIBILITY for your own thoughts, words, decisions, 

actions, and feelings, you will regain your ability to make free decisions in accordance 

with your soul.  

 You will learn again to recognize what your soul is telling you through your 

feelings and so you will learn to make decisions in accordance with your soul.  

    Then you will stop creating inner contradiction and pressure in yourself and you will 

be able to take RESPONSIBILITY for your thoughts, words, decisions and actions.  

 Nowadays, due to the fact that the knowledge that THOUGHT IS A TOOL OF 

CREATION is not part of human beings, similarly the knowledge that WORDS are an 

unimaginably powerful tool of creation and they materialize ideas, is not part of you 

either. 

 Words have a very, unimaginably very strong vibration and carry a strong energy charge. 

That's why you can kill with words.  

 It is ENERGY that begins to materialize in words.  

 This ENERGY carries the vibrational force of an energy charge which is why words 

can often hurt the human soul so deeply.  

 By passing on your free will to other human beings, you have lost the knowledge of 

Responsibility. You do not see and do not perceive the vibrational power and energy of your words, 

and you do not accept responsibility for the words you pronounce. You do not realize how much 

negative energy potential you can create with some of the words you use in your thoughts, such as 

hatred, and that the energy of these words can kill human beings. You need to take responsibility not 

only for your actions.  

 You need to take responsibility not only for your thoughts but also for your decisions, 

actions, words, feelings and emotions because with all these tools you can create and materialize the 

energy of your thoughts.  

 By taking away from you the knowledge that Responsibility is an indivisible,  inseparable 

and integral part of free will, simultaneously a being of falsity was materialized and created in 

human society.  

 By losing Responsibility, you began to think something else, to speak something else, to 

decide differently and to act differently. However, in this way, through this whole process, you 

create unimaginably great inner tension and pain in your soul. Because your soul is an extremely 



pure, unconditional Love. If you think something and say something completely different and even 

decide completely differently other than what you have originally created it in your thoughts and 

you do not follow this decision and do something completely different, you have created an 

unimaginably great contradiction, confusion, tension in your soul, pressure and pain. Thus you have 

completely tied up your soul's wings and its free choice and free flight. And in this way, your soul 

has lost all ability to fly freely due to all this pressure, tension, contradiction, and pain. You can 

restore freedom to your soul, once you gradually realize all this, once you can accept it, you can 

unconditionally forgive yourself and once you accept your own Responsibility for yourself, for your 

decisions, actions, words and thoughts. Thus you will return freedom to your soul with every single 

acceptance and every single Forgiveness, Unconditional Forgiveness.  

 Because due to all these unforgiveness and feelings of guilt you have created in you, it is as 

if you have tied up your soul. If, as human beings, you understood the Law of free will and accepted 

the Responsibility which is its indivisible, inseparable and integral part then no wars would ever,  

arise in your human society. Because you would understand that the decision to fight is not your 

own free choice. If the ,,mighty,, ones of the world had to go fighting alone, they would never 

declare war. Because the pride and power that binds them also binds them very deeply in their 

hearts and they fear that they would lose this power and wealth if they died in this battle. Therefore, 

these human beings send others into battle instead of themselves, who do not understand that they 

can decide freely according to their feelings and that they can accept their own Responsibility for 

their decisions.  

 All, absolutely all wars and all battles of human beings among themselves arose on the basis 

of the decisions of those human beings who thus wanted to consolidate their position, power and 

wealth. And this could have happened because human beings have handed over into the hands of 

the others, their own right to decide freely about themselves and their free decisions. By making 

such decisions they have passed on their free will to others, allowing them to decide instead of them 

about themselves.  

 I felt a wonderful energy was coming to me and I felt a very pleasant warmth that entered 

my heart and every cell in my body and I feel and perceive this wonderful energy even now, as I 

rewrite this knowledge and messages.  

 It is very important, unimaginably important, that you, as human beings, 

understand and accept the knowledge that RESPONSIBILITY is also a part of the 

Free Will, it is its inseparable, indivisible, integral part.  

 Because if you do not accept RESPONSIBILITY as an indivisible, inseparable 

and integral part of the Free Will, you will never understand the process of the Law of 

Free Will and that is what has happened in your human world today.  

 As human beings, you have accepted the right to decide freely about yourselves 

but along with that right, you have not accepted RESPONSIBILITY for your 

thoughts, words, decisions and actions.  

 So it has happened throughout your human society that arrogance, ruthlessness 

and selfishness have been hidden behind freedom.  

 It was the intention of fear that took advantage of the very fact that this is not 

part of your knowledge and that as human beings you have no knowledge that 

RESPONSIBILITY is an inseparable, indivisible and integral part of the FREE 

WILL.  


